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Glitzy gold,

         ruby red.

Bits of garland

         on my head.

Crooked trunk.

          Tree-stand, tipped.

Broken bulbs

         from when I slipped.

Light don’t light.

         Hooks won’t hang.

The star is up.

          That’s progress!...BANG!

Star exploded!

         Drenched in sweat,

but I’ll get this 

         tree up yet!

Two hours later,

         tree is done!

Now Kitty thinks

         it’s time for fun.

Bats at ornaments.

         One… two… three!

Up goes Kitty.

         Down comes tree.

By Liana Mahoney

Putting Up the Christmas Tree
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permint and pizzas.

3) ‘Glitzy gold’ is an example of alliteration. Find another example for alliteration.

4) When does Kitty think it’s time for fun?

Putting Up the Christmas Tree

1) Narrate the process of making the Christmas Tree in your own words.

5) When was the last time you made a Christmas Tree and how was the experience?

2) Pick the rhyming pairs of words from the poem.

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Answer key

permint and pizzas.

3) ‘Glitzy gold’ is an example of alliteration. Find another example for alliteration.

Broken bulbs

4) When does Kitty think it’s time for fun?

When the tree is made, Kitty thinks it’s time for fun.

Putting Up the Christmas Tree

1) Narrate the process of making the Christmas Tree in your own words.

Answers may vary

5) When was the last time you made a Christmas Tree and how was the experience?

Answers may vary

2) Pick the rhyming pairs of words from the poem.

-

-

red

tipped

hang -

head

slipped

bang

-

-

-

sweat

done

three

yet

fun

tree
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